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Protective Gear You will need to wear
First a warning. You will be working with Toxic and Poisonous Chemicals which can
emit fumes that burn and harm you should you inhale them or if they come in contact
with your skin. You must take measures to protect yourself and others around you.
Please do remember that if you have children to now allow them around or near the work
area as this will be a hazardous area and can bring harm to them.

The Safety Precautions are simple. Wear a Lab Coat, Face Shield, Chemical Splash
Goggles are also acceptable, Jeans or some kind of protective pants, Small Thin Rubber
Gloves are ok unless you will be mixing a lot of BioDiesel then you should use Heavier
Rubber Gloves and lastly, Wear some protective shoes, preferably Boot Shoes that are
fairly chemical resistant incase liquids accidentally get spilled on the floor.

You will be working with Lye also known as Caustic Soda which can Burn Your Skin.
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As a precaution, you will need to get some Vinegar and an Empty Spray Bottle.

Vinegar acts as a Neutralizer Should you get Caustic Soda on your skin. I cannot
emphasize how important it is to have this. Remember to also have Clean pure bottle
water around to immediately wash out your eyes should splashing occur.

Please DO NOT Ignore these Safety Tips as this should be a fun project and not one that
turns into a threat to your health and well being. Just go the extra step to protecting
yourself and others. You will thank me and yourself in the long run.
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Equipment You will need to Make BioDiesel

A Glass “Not Plastic” Blender

A Digital Thermometer

A Digital Scale “.1 Gram”

A Digital PH Meter

A Sauce Pan

A 500 ml Glass Bottle with Lid

A DemiJohn Glass Jug

A Bung Tap for your DemiJohn

Get some Containers with Taps at the Very Bottom

Burner

Measuring Cup

A Permanente Coffee Filter

Measuring Spoons

Paper Coffee Filters

A Medium to Large sized Funnel for easy pouring

A Pump Sprayer

Empty Plastic Bottle to Store Your BioDiesel
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You will also need to get Sodium Hydroxide also known as Lye or Caustic Soda.

Make Sure you get it in the CRYSTAL or POWDER form. Do Not get the Liquid.

You will need some Methanol also known as Methyl Alcohol

1 Liter of The Cheapest Regular Cooking Oil you can find.

Another container of White Vinegar for BioDiesel Washing Process

Several Gallons of Water for BioDiesel Washing Process
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Lets Make BioDiesel

Pour Into Sauce Pan
Pour 1 Liter of Cooking Oil into The Sauce Pan

Heat up the oil in the Sauce Pan until it Reaches 50 Degrees Celsius.

Next Measure out EXACTLY 3.5 Grams of Lye or Caustic Soda
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Next Take the 3.5 Grams of Caustic Soda or Lye and using the Funnel pour it into the
500 ml Glass Bottle with the Lid.

Next Pour 200 ml of Methanol into the Mixing Cup.

Pour ONLY 100 ml of Methanol into the 500 ml Glass Bottle. Screw the Lid on tight
and start Shaking. Gas will build up inside the Bottle. Open the bottle as needed to let
the Gas Escape. Do NOT Breath the Gas as it is toxic. Keep shaking the Bottle until
ALL of the Caustic Soda AKA Lye Crystals are completely Dissolved.
Do not be alarmed if the bottle begins to feel warm as a Chemical Reaction is Occurring.
Once they are Completely Dissolved pour the rest of the 100 ml of Methanol into the
Bottle and Shake for about a Minute.
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Next You will Pour the 50 Degree Celsius Cooking Oil into the Blender.

Now Pour the 500 ml Bottle Mixture into the Mixer. Now put the Lid on the Blender and
turn it on to either Medium or High Speed for 15 Minutes. Check the Blender every 5
Minutes during that time to make sure the Motor or The Glass Container of the Blender is
not getting too Hot. If it does get too hot simple turn it off till it cools down but keep
track of the amount of time actual Blending has Occurred. It must be 15 Minutes Total.

After 15 Minutes of Mixing Pour the Mixture into the DemiJohn Bottle. After you have
poured the Mixture into the DemiJohn, take the DemiJohn and set it safely somewhere in
a nice dry area and let it sit for no less than 8 Hours.
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After Sitting for 8 Hours, your DemiJohn is going to look very similar to the glass
container above. Do you see the dark bottom layer of the Solution? That is called
Glycerin. The Lighter Top Part of the Solution is our BioDiesel.
The Dark Bottom Part of this Mixture is not what we want. We want the top lighter color
BioDiesel part. The Trick is going to be to separate the Glycerin from the BioDiesel that
is in our DemiJohn. This is how we are going to do that.

Have you every noticed how a Water Coolers Bottle is turned upside down so the
contents inside the bottle empty with the Flip of the Lever? Well this is what we are
going to do to the DemiJohn. No Silly I’m not saying we are going to put the DemiJohn
into a Water Cooler Holder, what I am saying is that we are going to use gravity to bleed
off the Glycerin at the bottom of the Bottle so that all that remains is the BioDiesel..
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What we can do is get our Rubber Bung with a Tap and attach to the top of the DemiJohn
then turn the DemiJohn Upside down slowly so the contents don’t mix and bleed off the
Glycerin so that only the BioDiesel contents remain in the DemiJohn. If this still sounds
confusing, here is what we are trying to accomplish. Check out these Pictures:

I think you get the Picture of what we want to do. Maybe instead of using a DemiJohn
you can use containers like these above. The Most important thing is ALL the Glycerin
must be removed. I leave this procedure of how to in your hands.
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Now that the Glycerin has been removed our next step is to “WASH” The BioDiesel. I
know, I know, This sounds like a funny procedure doesn’t it? Well, the reason why we
must wash our BioDiesel is because it has traces of the Chemicals we used to separate
the Glycerin from the BioDiesel and also the fact that our BioDiesel has a high PH
reading which we much bring down to normal. We don’t want bad chemicals in our
Engine right? So this is a very important and necessary process.
The BioDiesel that we have made up to this point will be Cloudy. Good Clean BioDiesel
that has been washed will not have the cloudy look. In Fact, it will look very Similar to
the BioDiesel in the container shown up above.
Just to let you know, the Glycerin we bled off has several uses. It can be used to make
Soap say for instance among other things so you don’t necessarily have to toss it out,
instead try to find another use for it. Who knows, maybe you can sell it.
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Washing Our BioDiesel

Fill The Pump sprayer about ¼ The way with Vinegar then proceed to pump air into the
Bottle to Pressurize it. We wont need very much Vinegar so ¼ is really all we need.
Next you will need to Adjust the Spray Bottles Tip to SPRAY not Stream. If you set the
sprayer to spray in a nice Round formation that will work great.

Or

Or

Next you are going to point the Sprayer into the DemiJohn or whatever container you
have chosen to use and spray the Vinegar for about one minute. You might have to pump
the bottle several times to keep the air pressure built up.
What this process does is it allows the vinegar to go through the BioDiesel from top to
bottom and neutralize any Lye or Caustic Soda Elements that might have been trapped
within the BioDiesel.
In Fact, while you are doing this, you will notice that the vinegar turns into white droplets
as its passing through the BioDiesel and when it eventually settles to the bottom it will
produce a white milky looking layer at the bottom.
After you have sprayed the BioDiesel for about a minute, please feel free to open your
sprayer and pour any remaining Vinegar back into its original container for future use.
Next you will want to let your BioDiesel settle in a warm environment for about 2 hours
so that all traces of the Vinegar finally settle to the bottom
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After the 2 Hours of letting the BioDiesel settle, all the vinegar should be settled at the
Bottom of the container. You will notice that there are two layers in the bottle, the white
milky looking vinegar at the bottom and the BioDiesel floating on top.

Next you fill the Sprayer with warm distilled water or water that has been filtered. Make
sure and use good clean water with no significant amounts of impurities.

Or

Or

Now you will spray the water from the Spray Pump Bottle into the DemiJohn or
container you are using. You will notice that the water passes through the BioDiesel and
settles to the bottom along where the Vinegar is. Use all the water in your water bottle.
Have no worries, the water is not going to harm your BioDiesel in any way.
Once you have completed the First wash, let the BioDiesel settle for about 30 minutes.
After 30 Minutes you may need to Empty or Drain the water and vinegar residue at the
bottom of the BioDiesel container so that you will have more room within the container
for more washing. Once you have emptied the water vinegar mixture from your
BioDiesel container prepare to repeat the washing process 2-3 more times.
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Or

Or

Remember, you will need to continue the washing process about 2-3 more times. Simply
spray a full bottle of Distilled water into the BioDiesel container, let it settle for 30
minutes, spray another full bottle of water into the mixture, wait another 30 minutes,
spray another full bottle of water into the mixture, wait another 30 minutes.

The BioDiesel even after its washing process will still look cloudy. This will be party
due to very small water particles trapped within the BioDiesel. Let the BioDiesel settle
for 24 – 48 hours after the washing process and you will discover that the rest of the
water will settle to the bottom. The water that was trapped in the BioDiesel will either
Evaporate and maybe a very small amount might settle to the bottom.

After 24 -48 hours of letting the BioDiesel settle you will notice that the cloudy look of
the BioDiesel has disappeared and it should have a very nice golden clear look.
One Thing I wish to add is that if you see any water residue at the bottom of the container
please remove it completely. You don’t want water going into your automobiles fuel
system as this is not good for the engine. Take Precautions!!!
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After the 24 – 48 hour wait period, take your PH Meter and check the BioDiesel. It
should read around 7.3 – 7.5 which is an excellent reading!!!

As a Precaution we are going to Filter our BioDiesel so that no surprise particles get into
the Engine and cause long term Damage. Place the Permanente Filter into your
Measuring cup or another Glass container and pour the BioDiesel into the filter and let it
sift through the Cup or Container. This is the Primary Filtering Process that grabs any
big particles.

Next, Take the Paper Coffee Filter and place it in the Funnel and then place that Funnel
into an Empty bottle container like a 5 Liter Clear Plastic Bottle. Slowly Pour the
Primary Filtered BioDiesel into the filter.

Congradulations!!! Your BioDiesel is now ready to be placed into your Truck or
Automobile. As a word of caution, BioDiesel has a very Large tendency of cleaning
Gunk out of your Fuel Tank so after about two full tank uses so please as soon as you
Refill your Car or Truck twice with BioDiesel CHANGE OUT THE FUEL FILTER!!!
Not Taking this Precaution will cause you problems. You have been warned!!!
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Waste Vegetable Oil Filtration

As you know, the number of fast food restaurants is endless. Anywhere there is cooking
and frying those companies are using Vegetable oil on a large scale. The Vegetable Oil
they use is usually disposed of into large barrel containers like you see above. This is
waste that is just begging to be re-used in our automobiles.

The Problem with waste oil in these barrels is that since it is used cooking oil, it has
much more impurities within it than the nice clean cooking oil that we were using earlier.
In Fact, if you could see inside one of those barrels you would see something very similar
to what you see in the picture above. The Gunk Residue settled at the bottom and the
actual oil we want to use sitting on top of that. The problem is, how do we get the good
oil out without taking much if not any of the bad bottom residue.
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The Answer to that is Siphoning. Its not rocket science, all you will need to do is to use a
siphoning system to get the good oil out of these barrels and into another type of
container somewhere else. Notice how in these pictures above the Source of what is
being siphoned is elevated higher than the container that will receive the siphoned
material? This is how you are going to get the Oil we want out of those barrels.
A word of caution. If you do collect these barrels from restraints remember you will
need to let them sit for a day or two once you have transported them from their place of
business to your facilities. Also when it comes to siphoning make sure to use a clear hose
so you can see the quality of the oil you are getting out of the barrel. You will not want
to stick the tube completely down the barrel to the bottom where the Gunk is, instead you
will need to measure it and only stick it in about half way. Watch the content of the oil as
it passes from the Barrel to the holding container by watching the clear tube. If the Clear
Tube is showing cloudy oil coming out, chances are you stuck the tube too far down the
barrel and need to raise it up a little to capture the Good Oil floating on top.

You will notice that the Oil coming out of these Barrels is much darker than the vegetable
oil we were working with earlier. The coloring is due to some impurities in the oil and
the type of quality of oil that the restraint used. After siphoning the oil out of the barrels,
our next course of action is going to be to filter the oil.
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These are Liquid Filter Bags. There are Two Types of these Bags you are going to need
to purchase and use. You will need the 10 Micron cloth type bags and the 1 Micron bags.

To Filter Oil is very simple. The units you see above are Liquid Filter Stands. Usually
how these work is very simple. You place a Bag into one of these then pour from the top
the Liquid you are wanting filtered and the filtered oil or sustenance bleeds through the
bottom of these stands into some sort of bucket or container. Now of course buying one
of these types of Stands can be expensive so we have to use a little bit of home made
smarts to make one of our own.

You simply must love PVC Pipe. With a Little Craftiness and ingenuity you can easily
take a PVC Pipe and mount it vertically on a PVC stand, place the Filters from the top
down through the PVC Pipe and make it where a large holding container or Bucket sits at
the bottom. Would take just a few Dollars to make and shouldn’t be that hard to build.
In the end it would look very similar to one of the Metal Fabricated Filter holding
systems you see above.
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Should you decide to buy or make your own Filter Holding System just remember you
are only going to need TWO units. You will need ONE Unit for the 10 Micron Filter and
you will need ONE Unit for the 1 Micron Filter.
The 10 Micron Filter System is what you will use first as when you pour in your
Siphoned Oil in, it will catch all particles that are roughly larger than 10 microns. This is
our Primary Filtration System. After you have filtered the oil using the 10 Micron Filter
System you will then pour the filtered oil into the 1 micron Filter System to capture any
last impurities that may have slipped through the Primary Filtration process.

Once you have filtered your Oil through both Filtering systems, what you should have
left is a very nice rich brown oil free from any major impurities. This is the Raw Oil we
are going to use to make our BioDiesel with.
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Titration of Our Vegetable Waste Oil

What is a Titration? A Titration is a process in which we must determine how much fatty
free acids are in our Waste Vegetable Oil and how much Lye or Caustic Soda to add in
order to Isolate and Neutralize those Acids. In our first part the Store Bought Vegetable
Oil was at a constant range so therefore it was already known beforehand that we were
going to have to use 3.5 Grams of Lye or Caustic Soda to separate our BioDiesel.

You are going to need to get Three Syringes. You wont need the Needle Tip Parts just
the Syringes themselves. You will need Two 5 ml Syringes and One 10 ml Syringe. You
can get these at the Pharmacy. If they ask you what you want them for simply tell them
you want to perform a Titration. You will Label these Syringes.
The First 5 ml Syringe you will label it OIL
The Second 5 ml Syringe you will label it LYE & WATER
The 10 ml Syringe you will label ALCOHOL
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You will Need a Bottle of Isopropyl Alcohol that you can buy at any store and you will
need 5 Liters of De-ionized water. This can be found at any Automobile Accessories
store and is usually used to fill up Automotive batteries whose electrolyte solution is low.
Do not use ordinary water!!! You must get De-Ionized Water and use it or your Titration
Readings will be Inaccurate. Get 5 of the 1 Liter Bottles or the Large 5 Liter Bottle.

The Next thing you will need is a 5 Liter Empty plastic bottle like the one above and a
small squeeze bottle so you can put your De-Ionized Lye Water Solution in it, so that it
will be easier to use when performing your Titration process
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Titration Procedure

The First thing we are going to need to do is measure out EXACTLY 5 Grams of Caustic
Soda which is also known as Lye. It must be 5 Grams Exactly.

After you have Measured off Exactly 5 Grams of Caustic Soda or Lye, place the Funnel
into the Top of our 5 liter Empty Bottle and pour the 5 Grams of Caustic Soda into it.
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The Next thing you will do is pour exactly 2 Liters of the De-Ionized Water into the
Empty Container along with the Caustic Soda. Now a word of caution here, The
Factories do not fill their bottles exactly to 1 liter, usually they fill it just a little more than
that so please feel free to use a measuring cup and fill the container exactly to 2 liters.
Next you will put the Lid on the 5 Liter Bottle and sake it for several minutes until you
see that the Caustic Soda or Lye has completely dissolved.

Next, take The Bottle and add the rest of your 3 Liter Bottles of De-Ionized Water

Add some of this water to your Little Squeeze Bottle for ease of use.
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Now take your measuring cup and fill it with 1 Liter of your Used Waste Cooking Oil.

Next pour the 1 Liter of Waste Oil into your Sauce Pan and place on the Burner. Warm
the oil to a Temperature of NO MORE than 5o Degrees Celsius. If the Temperature
reaches above that Temperature turn it down. Use the Thermometer to Determine Temp.

Next, take your 10 ml Syringe and fill it all the way to 10 ml of your Iso-Alcohol. Make
sure you get rid of any air bubbles in the Syringe so that you have exactly 10 ml Alcohol.

Now take the 10 ml Alcohol and place it into a small Clear Plastic Cup

Now Take your 5 ml Oil Syringe and Fill it with 3 ml of Warm Waste Oil in the Sauce
Pan that’s been heated to 50 Degrees Celsius. Remember to check for Air Bubbles. Now
put 1 ml of the Waste Oil in the Syringe into the Cup with the 10 ml of Alcohol Solution.
Shake the Cup in a Circular motion to mix the solutions together.
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Next, take some of the Lye De-Ionized Water Solution that you have in your Squeeze
Bottle and pour a small amount into another Small Separate Clear Cup. Do not mix with
the Cup that has the Alcohol-Waste Oil Solution in it.

Next, Take your 5 ml Syringe labeled Lye & Water and fill it with 3 ml of the Lye &
Water Mix Solution. Again make sure there are no Air bubbles.

Now add ½ ml of the Lye & Water Syringe Mixture to the Alcohol-Waste Oil Cup and
stir in a circular motion so that it mixes well.

Next take your Digital PH Meter and place it in the Alcohol-Waste Oil – Lye & Water
mix cup. Notice the measurements. If you get a Reading between 8 & 9 then Stop and
don’t add any more Lye & Water Solution from the Syringe. If your meters reading is
below 8 then add another ½ ml of Lye & Water to your mix. Keep Track of how many
times you do this and continue to do it until you get a reading of between 8 & 9. If it
turns out that you need to use more than 3 ml of Lye & Water Solution then that means
your oil is bad and is not usable for out purposes of making BioDiesel.
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Calculating The Lye Ratio
Here we are going to use a little mathematics to figure out the amount of Lye we would
need to add to this waste oil in order to Neutralize the Fatty Acid Substances in it.
So Far this is what we Know.
Vegetable Oil that you buy at the Super Market would require 3.5 Grams of Lye per
1 Liter Oil to Isolate and Neutralize the Fatty Acids within it. This is a given constant.
This Figure is known as our BASE or CONTROL
We also Know that when checking the Mixture we had to get a Reading of between 8 & 9
Also Known is that for every 1 ml of Lye & Water Solution from our Syringe we added
to our Mixture used in the Titration would equal to 1 Additional Gram of Lye that would
need to be added to this Waste Oil in order to Neutralize the Fatty Acids.
Remember what we did to the Store Vegetable Oil? Remember the 3.5 Grams of Lye we
added per 1 liter to Neutralize the Fatty Acids? Well in this case, had our Example
Mixture in the cup needed 1 ml of Lye & Water Solution from the Syringe in order to
make it have a PH of between 8 & 9, we would have had to add 1 Additional Gram of
Lye to 1 Liter of this Waste Vegetable Oil making a total of 4.5 Grams of Lye Required.
½ ml of Lye & Water Solution = ½ Gram or .5 Grams of Additional Lye Needed.
1 ml of Lye & Water Solution = 1 Gram of Additional Lye Needed.

In our Titration we only used ½ ml of the Lye & Water Solution and when measured, our
Mixture read between 8 & 9.
Since we only used ½ ml of Lye & Water Solution to get this mixtures PH level to
between 8 & 9 then what that means is we would only need an additional .5 Grams of
Lye to add to our already given 3.5 Grams of Lye making it a total of 4 Grams needed to
Successfully Neutralize the Fatty Acids in this Waste Oil and create our BioDiesel.
I hope this makes sense to you!!! Are you following along so far?
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Now that we know through our Titration Process that its going to take 4 Grams of Lye or
Caustic Soda to turn our Waste Oil into BioDiesel, we are going to proceed forward and
measure out 4 Grams of Lye and place it in one of our bottles with a lid.

Next we pour in 200 ml of Methanol into our measuring cup and poor 100 ml of that into
our Bottle which contains the Lye or Caustic Soda. Shake very well till all the Crystals
are dissolved in the solution. Make sure half way through the shaking you open the lid
and let the gas out, then put the lid back on and start shaking again. After a few minutes
of shaking open the lid and add from the measuring cup the rest of the methanol to the
bottle and give it a little bit more of a shake.
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Now you can Pour the 50 Degree Celsius Waste Vegetable Oil that we had sitting on the
Burner into the Mixer. Afterwards, pour the contents of the Mixing bottle into the Mixer
and like before turn the Mixer on Medium or High Speed for 15 Minutes.

Like we did before, after 15 minutes of Mixing pour the mixture from the blender into the
DemiJohn using the Funnel and let it sit for minimum of 8 Hours in a warm dry area.

After 8 Hours the BioDiesel and Glycerin will separate and look very similar to the
picture above. You will notice that the BioDiesel and Glycerin looks darker than the first
batch we made with the Store bought Vegetable Oil we created in the beginning.
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Then of course, depending on whether you are using a DemiJohn with a rubber Bung &
Tap or using some other Container with a Tap at the bottom, you again as we did before
will drain the Glycerin off and what will be left is your BioDiesel.
And last but not least, you will go through the same BioDiesel washing process we
mentioned in the previous chapters but will not go through here again as that would be
redundant. I think you get the picture now and are on your way to becoming a full
fledged BioDiesel Expert!!!
Congradulations!!! You now know all there is needed to know about how to make your
own BioDiesel!!! See this wasn’t very difficult at all was it???
Now of course what we did here was on a small scale. If you want to make BioDiesel on
a much larger and grander scale just remember to get Twice what you were making you
would use Twice the amount of ingredients and measurements. If you want Four Times
the amount well then you would use 4 times the size of measurements as well
This would apply to everything but the Titration process. Keep the Titration process the
same as it is simply used to determine the PH and Lye Additive needed to create our Raw
Waste BioDiesel. Everything else you can change. Don’t forget also if you do decide to
go on a much grander scale than what we did here that you have very good ventilation.
Until the Next time, Enjoy Your New BioDiesel!!!

Your Friend: Dennis Jordan II
Wave Motion Industries
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